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********Get 4 books for the price of 1. Save 50% off the cover price by buying this set*********This

collection features 4 books by Sadie Palmer including:Love Of A LifetimeRebecca Bieler and Isaac

Schuster have been best friends their entire lives, but she believes they could be more. As with all

important decisions, there are risks involved. If Isaac feels the same way, love could blossom

between them. But if he doesnâ€™t have romantic feelings for her, it could put a terrible strain on

their friendship. Along the way, Rebeccaâ€™s patience will be tested, but in the end her faith in God

will be the guiding force to see if they can achieve the love of a lifetime. Buggy NewsWhen

Samantha Schuster and Steven Mueller were courting, she loved the fact that they worked at the

same restaurant because it meant they'd get to see each other more often. But ever since Steven

broke her heart, having to run into him every day at work is like pouring salt into her wound. She

knows she has to make a change as soon as possible. That's when she stumbles on a job listing at

the local Amish newspaper "The Buggy News." Immediately she thinks this could be her chance to

start over. What she doesn't realize until after she gets the job is that the newspaper will test her

strength and heart like never before. Does she have the faith to persevere and succeed, or has she

just made the biggest mistake of her life? Buggy News 2Samantha Schuster's life is finally coming

together. She gets to work with the man she loves at the Amish newspaper "The Buggy News." But

when her boyfriend's ex gets a job at the newspaper too, Samantha's courtship gets tested. Will

Samantha and her boyfriend's love endure, or are their days as a couple numbered? Amish

Christmas Of A LifetimeAbraham Schuster only wants one thing for Christmas--to fall in love.

Unfortunately, he's just gone through an awful break up and is still trying to pick up the pieces of his

life. Is he willing to put himself out there again? Will he be able to find a woman in time to have a

Merry Christmas? Or is he destined to go through the holidays with a lonely heart?
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Such a wonderful story of a family from the time the parents first start school and become friends,

until they die. Written almost like a diary of their lives, it takes you through the joys and

disappointments of first the parents and then each child.Very well written. Just a bit of warning....if

you cry easily, keep some tissues handy as the parents get older in book one. I so thoroughly

enjoyed this book set and totally recommend it for reading.

I have two copies of this series. I am so pleased with the flow of the stories. This young author

shows potential as a story teller we can follow for many years. Her mastery of her craft shows

through her character development at every development in the story line.I look forward to reading

many more books by Sadie Palmer!!!

I loved the story! Isaac and Rebecca were friends from age 5 years old. She never made fun of

Isaac' s lisp like the other kids did. They were always together till Isaac' s family moved away. They

stayed in touch by letters for awhile, then lost touch. They grew up & both got married. When Isaac'

s wife died, he went back to look for Rebecca and when they got together again, they fell in love.

Rebecca's husband had died, too , and both were alone. After awhile when they fell in love, Isaac

proposed to Rebecca and she accepted. They got married, had children, and were happy till they

died in their 70's. This is another wonderful story about the Amish. I love these stories because they

never have bad language or fights among the characters.. I learned a lot about the Amish and their

faithfulness to God and to each other. They lived simple lives and never complained . They never

desired all of the " stuff " we "Englishers " felt was necessary.Their happiness comes from loving

God and family and obeying the laws of their communities. I recommend this book to all ages.I



loved the 4 books. Sadie Palmer will be famous for her wonderful books about the Amish.Watch for

her upcoming books! You won't be disappointed.

What is going on with  that they are selling us books with rave reviews and they are like reading the

first grade "Dick and Jane Stories?"This is the second book tonight that is like this.No emotion or

personality from the characters.They seem so deadpan.The story line is good, but the telling of it is

so dull.What is wrong with giving the characters in the book a few emotions and descriptions of how

they are feeling.Finally figured out what was really bothering me....the book is written like a play and

you have to figure out for yourself what they are doing.I found myself having to go back and re-read

portions of a page to figure out who is speaking.It is written in third person and that doesn't help

either.Like I said at the beginning,the story line is great.Editing is very good.Author has a great

potential,but please sweetie give the characters some character.I'm sorry,but I just simply finish this

book.681 pages of the same thing over and over a nd over again.Was written the same way the

OLD GRIER'S ALMANAC is written.or the guy that said "Just the facts ma'am,just the facts."I hate

giving a bad review,but dislike spending my money on books like this even more.This is my fourth

review on this book.Have gone back and tried to see if something was going to change.Nothing.Will

be delegating this book permanently.Grand maw to Eight

I read other reviews about how wonderful this series is, unfortunately I don't agree. There is no meat

to the story and reads like an outline. I also had a problem with the children of the story growing up

and marrying in the first book then in the next book have their own stories that don't really continue

on. More like a whole different story. I gave up after a few pages of the second book. I am a

Christian and love Amish stories but was disappointed in this one.

Another winner for you Sadie. Love how you have tied all the stories together. Bring us closer to a

Amish family weHave learned to loveAMISH LOVE of a LIFETIME, showing the full circle, in the

lives of Rebecca and Issac. How though AMISH the joysand hurts they had in their livesBUGGY

NEWS...who would of thought a young Amish woman could get a job as a reporter. Delightful short

story ofhow she handles this.BUGGY NEWS 2 , shows how her love of being a reporter is tested.

When her ex shows up. Gives one a thought toponder, how would one react, ?AMISH CHRISTMAS

of a LIFETIME. how unusual to read about what a young man wants for Christmas.And of all things

love. A very tender, story.Delightful set of books, for allot enjoy. Well done, SadieGiven book for

honest opinion.



Diana Hunsaker Myers---- This is the first time I have read books by Sadie Palmer. This set was

enjoyable because it gave you a look into the lives of an Amish family in the day to day struggles. In

places it was slow moving and needed better editing. But she showed how their family dynamics are

like our family. Because I was the editor of a weekly newspaper, I enjoyed Samantha' s experiences

at the newspaper. They almost mirrored my own. I would highly recommend this book to those who

really want to get to know Amish daily life.
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